
                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON                DIMENSION SHEET - MODERN STATION WAGON

Lengths - Measured HorizontallyLengths - Measured HorizontallyLengths - Measured Horizontally Heights - Measured from GroundHeights - Measured from GroundHeights - Measured from GroundHeights - Measured from Ground
# 1 Front of bumper to front of hoodFront of bumper to front of hoodFront of bumper to front of hood HA Height at "A"Height at "A"

# 2 Front of hood to base of windshieldFront of hood to base of windshieldFront of hood to base of windshieldFront of hood to base of windshield HB Height at "B"Height at "B"

# 3 Base of windshield to front of roofBase of windshield to front of roofBase of windshield to front of roof HC Height at "C"Height at "C"

# 4 Front of roof to high point of roofFront of roof to high point of roofFront of roof to high point of roof HD Height at "D"Height at "D"

# 5 High point of roof to rear of roofHigh point of roof to rear of roofHigh point of roof to rear of roof HE Height at "E"Height at "E"

# 6 Rear of roof to base of rear windowRear of roof to base of rear windowRear of roof to base of rear windowRear of roof to base of rear window HF Height at "F"Height at "F"

# 7 Base of rear window to rear bumperBase of rear window to rear bumperBase of rear window to rear bumperBase of rear window to rear bumper HG Height at "G"Height at "G"

Total HH Height at "H"Height at "H"

# 8 Overall length of car at corner of bumpersOverall length of car at corner of bumpersOverall length of car at corner of bumpersOverall length of car at corner of bumpers HI Ground ClearanceGround Clearance

If you have measured correctly, the total ofIf you have measured correctly, the total ofIf you have measured correctly, the total ofIf you have measured correctly, the total of
# 1 through # 7 should be the same as # 8.# 1 through # 7 should be the same as # 8.# 1 through # 7 should be the same as # 8.# 1 through # 7 should be the same as # 8.

Widths, Measured Side to Side at Points ShownWidths, Measured Side to Side at Points ShownWidths, Measured Side to Side at Points ShownWidths, Measured Side to Side at Points ShownWidths, Measured Side to Side at Points ShownWidths, Measured Side to Side at Points Shown

WA Width of front bumper at point "A"Width of front bumper at point "A"Width of front bumper at point "A" WE Width of roof at point "E"Width of roof at point "E"Width of roof at point "E"

WB Width of hood at point "B"Width of hood at point "B"Width of hood at point "B" WF Width of rear roof at point "F"Width of rear roof at point "F"Width of rear roof at point "F"

WC Width of hood at point "C"Width of hood at point "C"Width of hood at point "C" WG Width of rear window at point "G"Width of rear window at point "G"Width of rear window at point "G"

WD Width of roof at point "D"Width of roof at point "D"Width of roof at point "D" WH Width of rear bumper "H"Width of rear bumper "H"Width of rear bumper "H"

Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.Draw in any accessories, noting the measurements and location (example - sun visor, rear wing, etc.

Vehicle InformationVehicle Information
A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.A photo of the vehicle will help us make the pattern.  The photo can be returned if requested.
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Date of orderDate of order DIMS 117 (01/2013)DIMS 117 (01/2013)
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